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variety showed 299 r cent. of sugar. which. when
referred to the fresh ruit. is still over] per cent. less
than that of the white Adriatic, or as 192 to 2) 45 per
cent. Dorée Narbus and Constantine, with respect
ively 27'4 and 24'04 per cent. sugar in their juice.
show. on account of their dry flesh. much less an ar
in whole fruit than either of the Adriatics. Anot er
Smyrna variety showed the lowest sugar percentage.
amounting to but eight parts in the hundred of whole
fruit. about 4'5 per cent. less than the California
Black. which gave 124 per cent.
The acidity of fresh figs seems to be very much lower
than that found in any other fruits.
in regard to the nutritive value of figs as an article
of food, it may be stated that the fig rates first in
flesh-forming materials among Californian fruits; apri
cots and plums second ; prunes and oranges third.
(The- writer has recent evidence of the great value of
fresh figs as an article of human food in a case of ex
treme prostration.)
The following table shows the mineral constituents
of the fig fruit. and the consequent requirements of
the tree upon the available mineral resources of the
soil:

Percentage Ashmonstituenis of the fig.
1
A‘gfigfic‘ Smyrna.

| Per cent. Per cent.
Potash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5 60'13 48'80 _
Soda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘ 1‘17 2-20
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9'12 . . .
Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5'32 . . .
Iron oxide... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..| 0'84 _.
Manganese oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0'19 . . . .
Phosphoric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - 1107 11 20
Sulphuric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4'75
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4‘85 .
Chlorine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'56

As to nitrogen, the investigation showed that among
Californian fruits the fig. on the whole. extracts de
cidedly the la est amount of this element from the
soil, and. there ore. it is but a truism to assert that
the growin plant must have within its reach a sufll
ciency of nitrogen to maintain health, vigor, and pro
ductiveness.
With the exception of the grape. the analysis shows
that the fig draws rather more heavily upon the min
eral ingredients of the soil. that will need to be re
placed by careful manuring. than do any of the Cali
fornian fruits yet examined.
In the ashes of the fig. as in the prune. apricot,
orange. and lemon. the constituent potash is found to
be the leading element. amounting to about three
fifths of the whole ash.
The fig. like the lemon. appears to range a "tile be
low the other fruits in its r uirement of

phosphoricacid. for we find the composition of the ruit ash to
stand in the following order in their phosphoric acid
percentages. namely: prunes, 14'1; apricots. 13'1 ;
oranges. 12'4 :demons and figs. 111.
To sum up, it may be stated that the fig requires a
soil very rich in food material. It is also advantageous
for the vitality and fruitbearing capacity of the fig
tree to have even the lower layers of the soil abund
antly supplied with soluble nutrients. so that the roots
penetrating into the subsoil can be well nourished
and made to develop vigorously—J. J. Willis, Harpen
den. in the Gardeners’ Chronicle.

TYPES OF FLORAL STRUCTURE.
By the Rev. ALEX. S. WILSON. M.A., B.Sc.
A FLOWER commonly consists of organs of four dif
ferent kinds. arran in concentric circles or whorls.
The order in whic these organs occur is always the
same relatively to the center of the flower. The car
pels forming the gynuicium are most central; next
come the stamens composing the andrmcium ; outside
of these is the corolla, made up of petals. invested exter
nally by the sepals. which collectively constitute the
calyx. There is no apparent reason why the carpels
and stamens should not occasionally change places.
and an explanation of this invariable order is still a
desideratum.
A second very obvious character of flowers. which
admits of better explanation. is the prevalence of cer
tain numbers among the members composing the dif
ferent whorls. There is a constant recurrence of the
same number of parts in the difl‘erent whorls of the
same flower and in corresponding whorls of different
flowers. The number five is exceedingly common.
Thus in the violet. with its five sepals. five petals and
five stamens. we have an example of a pentamerous
flower. Three is another favorite number. and of this
ternary symmetry the iris. with its three sepals. three
petals. three stamens and three carpels is a good in
stance.
By founding his classification of plants so largely
upon the number of the floral organs. Linnaeus gave
prominence to this numerical character, and. highly
artificial though it be. the Linnzean system has the
merit of recognizing the fundamental importance of
this feature as an index of natural affinity.
When we study phyllotaxis, or the modes in which
leaves are arranged on stems and branches, the reason
for the prevalence of certain numbers in flowers be
comes apparent. Leaves on a plant’s stein are not ar
ranged at- random. but according to a definite law. A
very frequent arrangement is the alternate. where they
are separated by equal spaces or internodes. and so
placed that a line drawn through the bases of succes
sive leaves describes an ascending spiral. This line.
winding round the stem. is known as the generating
spiral; the fraction of the stein’s circumference which
it traverses in passing from one leaf to the next is the
angular divergence. and the leaf cycle is the portion
of the generating spiral included between one leaf and
the next above it in the same vertical line. Angular
divergence is expressed by such fractions as %. ‘5.

g.
3/8. 1". 1.5.. etc.. where the denominator indicates
he number of leaves encountered. and the numera
tor the number of revolutions round the stem made
by the generating spiral in com leting the cycle—that
is. in passing from one leaf to t e next show it in the
same perpendicular line.

Frequently. though not always. the angular diver- '
gence is the same for the stem and branches of the
same plant ; it is generally constant for the same spe
cies. and may even be characteristic of genera and
natural orders. A common case is where the leaves
are separated from each other by one-third of the cir
cumference of the stem: the- angular divergence in
this case is ,15.and the cycle includes three leaves. A
still more frequent arrangement gives an angular di

vergence
of i with five leaves and two turns of the gen

era in spi to the cycle. Many plants. again. pro
duce t eirleaves in

pairs.
one on each 'side of the stem ;

since the vertical p anes
a:
the successive pairs com

monly cut each other at rig t angles. this arrangement.
well exemplified in the mint and other Lablatie. is de
scribed as op ite and decussate. Three. four or more
leaves springing from the me node constitute a whorl
or verticil; such a vertici te arrangement is seen in
the leaves of the wood-ruff and other Rubiaceai. The
whorling of leaves may be regarded as resulting from
the
sugpression

of internodes at regular intervals. A
shoot aving thr leaves placed according to the 35
arrangement won (1

,
if we suppose its internodes to re

main undeveloped. giv rise to a whorl of three leaves;
similarly a shoot. wit an angular divergence of i.

would furnish whorls composed of five leaves. if its iii
ternodes we suppressed. Hence it is held that each
flower whor represents a compressed leaf cycle. the
number of its constituent parts depending on the leaf
arrangement to which it corresponds. The frequency
of the numbers 8 and 5 among the organs of the flower
becomes intelli ib'le in view of the prevalence among
foliage leaves ogthe } and f

arrangements.
Between phyllolaxis or eaf arrangement and floral
symmetry there is thus a very close connection, and we
might therefore be led to ex t that they would al
ways be in agreement; we might not unnaturally sup
pose. for

example.
that every plant with pentamerous

flowers should ave its leaves arranged on the
otglan.and vice versa. Although this rule holds g for.

many plants. it is very far from universal. and the nu
merous exceptions point to the conclusion that floral
organs have more frequently retained the ancestral
phyllotaxis than

foliage
leaves. which in many cases

seem to have departe widely from the primitive ar
rangement. In other words. the hereditary tendency
asserts itself much more strongly in the arrangement
of the floral organs than in that of foliage; hence the
importance assigned to the flower in every system of
classification.
From cases of reversion like the flowering cherry.
where the carpels are replaced by ordinary green
leaves. we learn that a flower is simply an arrested
branch or leafy shoot having its internodes undevel
0 ed and its leaves modified to subserve the function
0 reproduction. The passage from vascular crypto
gams to phanerogams involved. as was shown in a pre~
vious article (vol. xvii.. p. 125). the arrest- of certain
structures belonging to the seed and pollen grain; it

now appears that in the formation of the flower we
have a further illustration of arrested development.
Excluding the Coniferaa and their allies. which are
gymnospermous. all flowering plants have their seeds
protected by closed carpels. and are on this account.
designated angios rins. Plants embraced under this ‘~

desi atioii are eit ier monocotyledons or
dicotyledons.s t e two great classes are called into whic angio

spernis are divided. To which of these classes a plant
belongs can easily be ascertained from its flowersf
Each whorl in the flower of a monocotyledon consists
of three

parts.
or of a number which is a multiple of

three. T e flower ofa dicotyledon. on the other hand.
is made up of whorls each commonly composed of five
arts. ora multiple of five; less frequently. as in the
yuchsia and wall flower. of four. or a multiple of four.
Besides this distinction. there is a difference in their
floral envelopes; a monocotyledon has the sepals and

‘petals alike; thus in the tulip both whorls of the peri- ,

antli are
(50kde

or petaloid. Dicotyle'dons. again.i
have th sepas mostly green. the petals alone beingi
gayly co ored. The two classes are further distinguish
ed b the characters of their vegetative organs; mono
coty edons

haviL

parallel-veined leaves. endOgenous

l

stems and endor izal roots ; the leaves of dicotyledons
are net veined. eir stems exogenous. and their roots
usually develop in exorhizal fashion. The first leaves
of the dicotyledonous em brvo arise in a whorl-they
are the two opposite cotyledons; the subsequently
formed leaves may arise either in pairs or verticils. but
far more frequently they follow the } arrangement.
There is but one cotyledonary leaf on the embryo of
a monocotyledon; in succeeding leaves the lg phyllo
taxis prevails. though K is not uncommon. ‘
The persistence of these characters points to an ear

ly separation of the
primitive

angiosperms into twoj
well-defined groups_ aving their leaves diflerently'
arranged. Although monocotyledons appear first

in
)

the geological series, it is by no means certain thati
they represent the earlier type. Pentainerous and
trinierous flowers may have arisen independently after.
the separation of the two families. but the leaf systems '

they respectively represent should at least admit of(
reference to a common origin. The opposite and de- \

cussate arrangement some botanists. with good reason.
rd as primary for dicotyledons; from it the i and |

l

all other divergences occurring in this class can easily
be deduced. The two opposite cotyledons favor this
VieW. and the passage from the opposite to the 1} ar- l

rangement may be actually observed in the artichoke. .

willow herb and other rapidly-growing plants. The

lg type does not admit of direct derivation from oppo
site leaves. and this Henslow gives as the reason why
it is never found among the foliage of dicotyledons;
the 3-merous symmetry of such exceptional flowers as
Berberis he regards as due to the breakingu of a
high continuous spiral into groups of threes. he
arrangement so characteristic of monocotyledons may
have come _from the opposite type in this indirect
way. through an ‘91;or more complex cycle; but it is
much more probable that it arose by symmetrical
decrease.
A hint of what was. perhaps. the condition in the
common ancestral form is furnished by the herb paris.
belongin to a family which has the closest relations
with the iliaceie. The flowers of Paris quadrifolia
are 4-nierous; its leaves are reticulated and arranged
in a whorl-of four. We have in this undoubted mono' 4

cotyledon a combination of monocot ledouous and|
dicotyledonous characters. with a play otaxis closely

approximating to what. in all robability. was the
primitive type in dicotyledons. t should not be for
gotten. however. that in the phyllotaxis of fossil crypt
ogams and gymnosperms much diversity is found.
In Diagrams l. and II. the whorls are shown alter
nating; this is their normal position. Now. since
foliage leaves develop in acropetal succession—that is.
from below upward—the floral organs ought theoret
ically to do the same; but if they followed the strictly
spiral succession. the whorls would not be alternate.
but su rposed. To account for the alternation. we
must t ierefore assume that each whorl. as a whole. hasA

Z
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I. MonocutyledonousType. II. Dlwtyledunous Type.

shifted its position. the displacement bein equivalent
to the rotation of a floral axis through ha f the angu
lar divergence. The angular divergence itself is ob
served to change in some flowers; in aconite. for ex

amdple,
from i in the calyx to 3 and 1'1 in the corolla

an andrmciuin. One or two of the Ranunciilaceie.
such as Gar-idella and Helleborus. have the petals su
perposed to the sepals in strict accordance with spiral
phyllotaxis, but this is rare in the floral envelopes.
Where the andrtncium consists of numerous stamens.
these are frequently arranged in a spiral manner. giv
ing rise to superposed whorls. The sepals and petals
of the buttereup arise in alternate whorls. but the sta
mens and carpels develop in spiral fashion like ordi
nary leaves. To this condition the name hemicyclic
has been given. In the water lily order, Nymphaceie.
all parts of the flower follow the spiral order; this con
dition also occurs in the camellia. in the Magnoliacea:
and Calycanthaceie. and is approached by several of
the Ranunculaceaa. A significant fact in-connection
with the simplicity of the flower of the water lily is the
circumstance that. nowithstanding its truly dicotyle—
donous embryo, the root stock shows the endogenous
structure of the monocotyledonous stem.
Considerations like the foregoing make it clear that
acyclic flowers. or those whose parts form a continuous
spiral. represent a primitive type, upon which the
hemicyclic condition of the

buttercug
is a slight ad

vance. The passage from these to t e regular alter
nating whorls of the encyclic class involves a modifier»
tion of the phyllotaxis for each succeeding whorl. Un
der the term cyclic are included all flowers whose
arts occur in whorls. but some confusion has arisen
mm a lax use of the latter term. Some writers call
any set of leaf organs 9. whorl which arise on the same
horizontal zone of the axis—4'. e.. which are reduced
at the same height, or what amounts to t e same
thing. at equal distances from the growing point ; oth
ers restrict the term to circles in which the ap
pear simultaneously. Sepals. as a rule. arise in succes
sion; petals. for the most part. simultaneously. The
calyx of the rose illustrates this successive character;
its outermost and oldest sepal has fringes on both its
edges which are free; so has the second sepal. which

is placed at an an 1e of 144° to the first—2'. 0.. with a
divergence of =

.

t an equal distance from the second
stands No. 3. fringed on its outer edge only - No. 4 is
similar. while No. 5
, which completes the cycle. has no
fringes. both its edges being overlapped by the other
sepals. A corresponding order can often be traced
even in the corolla—in the butterfly blossoms of Lu u
minosse. for example. the large standard petal begins
the leaf cycle. one of the keel etals com leting it;
and generally the aastivation of t e flower— hat is, the
manner in which its parts are disposed in the bud be—
fore expansion—admits of explanation on the princi-
ples of phyllotaxis. The two examples just given illus
trate
respectivelg

the quincuntial and vexiliary modes
of zestivation. s early stages in the evolution of the
blossom, then. we have to note: I. The spiral arrange—
ment of the floral organs. II. Whorls due to the arrest
of the internodes of the floral axis. 111. Alternation,
or achange in the orientation of each whorl disturbing
the spiral order; and IV. Simultaneous whorls with
synchronous develo ment of parts. which still further
obscures the origina phyllotaxis.—-Knowledge.

RAIN MAKING.‘ .

By FERNANDO SANFORD. Professor of Physics. Leland
Stanford Junior University.

I SHALL ask your attention this evening to the
scientific principles which are involved in the conden
sation of atmospheric vapor, and to some of the at
tempts which have been made to produce this conden
sation by artificial means.
Since the change from atmospheric vapor to water
involves a change of the hysical state of the same
substance from a gas to a. iquid. it is important that
we understand clearly the difference between thesetwo
ph sical states.
goth liquids and gases are undoubtedly made of very
small particles called molecules. In a gas these mole
cules are not held together by any force. but each'

molecule is a perfectly independent body. free to move
in any direction without reference to any other mole
cule. except as its motion may be interfered with by
colliding with another. Under all known conditions

‘ these gaseous molecules are actually in rapid motion.
each one moving at, its own rate and in its own path.
unaffected by any known force except gravitation.
Each molecule will. accordingly. movein a straight line
until it collides with another molecule. When tWo
molecules collide. their direction of motion will be
changed according to the angle of collision, but on
account of their high elasticity they rebound with the
same force with which they collide. and the sum of
their motions will be practically the same as before.
Hence. no number of collisions between the molecules
themselves will ever bring them to rest.
If confined within solid wall they strike against
these walls and rebound from tiem just as they do

v Alectum given before "If; students of the End—suntan JuniorUM".m 6
.min-WmW.
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from each other. In doing so each molecule exerts a
ressure upon the wall during its time of contact, and
the sum of these pressures is the whole pressure of the
gas upon the walls of its containing vessel.
These walls are likewise composed of similar incle
cules. but held together by some unknown force. and
it is the surface layer of these molecules which must
bear the shock of the molecular bombardment of the
gas. Accordingly. the molecules of the solid walls.
while not free to be driven about from one place to
another, like the gaseous molecules. are nevertheless
set in vibration: and since they cannot lie as close to
gether while in vibration as they could at rest, the
solid mass of the walls is made to expand. By meas
uring the amount of this expansion we can determine
the energy of the molecular bombardment. By let
ting the vibrating molecules of the solid or the gas
come in contact with the parts of our skin to which
certain special sense nerves are distributed, we feel
the sensation of heat. and we are accustomed to say
that the expansion of the solid or the gas is due to
heat. The total measure of the energy which any
mass of matter has on account of the motion of its
molecules is determined by the amount of heat—i. e.,
molecular motion—which it must give to other bodies
before its molecules can come to rest. The higher the
temperature of the mass, the more heat or the more
molecular motion it has.
The atmosphere is, in general, made up of two dif
ferent kinds of molecules. These molecules are. of
course. very small—so small that no possible magnify
ing power can ever bring them into view. Their size

is
, in fact, so smallas compared with the length of a

light wave that no image of one could be produced by
reflected light. Still, there are several independent
methods of calculating their approximate size. and.
since these different methods lead to fairly accordant
results, we may assume that their approximate size is

known. According to Lord Kelvin's computation. if a
drop of water were magnified to the size of the earth.
its molecules would become larger than shot and smaller
than cricket balls. perhaps about the size of marbles.
They are so close together in the air that the number
in a cubic inch is represented by the number ten raised
to the twenty-third power. Being so close together and
being at the same timein rapid motion, they must ave
frequent collisions, and, according to Maxwell’s calcu
lation, amolecule of air at ordinary temperatures would
have seven or eight hundred thousand millions of col
lisions in a second of time. While these figures. both
for size and number, can convey no definite meaning to
us, they may aid us in picturing to ourselves the tre
mendous agitation which is constantly going on within
our atmosphere or within the mass of an other gas.
Within the body of a liquid the conditions are simi
lar. exeept that here the molecules are so close together
that they cannot be said to have any free path at all,
and are, accordingly, in a state of perpetual collision.
They are not, as in a solid. held to any definite posi
tion with reference to the surrounding molecules, but
are hindered by a force cal'ed cohesion or on illarity
from escaping from the liquid altogether. hat the
nature of this force is. is not known. butit is evidently
a pressure of some kind exerted upon the'. molecules
tending to push them closer together.
Notwithstanding this force. the molecules of the
liquid are in rapid vibration. and at the free surface of
the liquid they are being continually bumped oil' by
the molecules below them. When this happens they
become free gaseous molecules, and move off in straight
lines under the impulse of the force which set them
free until they come into collision with other mole
cules.
At the surface of separation between water and air
the conditions are accordinglyas follows : The surface
layer of water molecules is held down by the force
called cohesion. but the individual molecules of this
layer are being continually bumped off by the vibra
tions of the molecules below them. Some of these free'

molecules are undoubtedly driven back by the bom
bardment of the air molecules above them so that
they escape much more slowly into the air than they
do into a vacuum. but those which once escape into the
air are knocked about by the air molecules and by each
other until they are pretty evenly distributed through
out the air. After a time they become so numerous in
the space above the water that, in their irregular ex
cursions between their collisions with other molecules,
they begin to strike the surface of the water, and then.
under favorable conditions. they penetrate into the
liquid and are held fast. This process continues until
finally as 'many molecules enter the water as escape
from its surface. and then. while a constant exchange
is takin place between the liquid and gaseous mole
cules, t e average number in the space above the
liquid remains constant. This space is then said to be
saturated with vapor molecules. The number of mole
cules required to saturate this space is the same whether
the space already contains air molecules or not. but. on
account of the number of water molecules which are
beaten back by the air molecules. it takes much longer
for the spaceto become saturated when it is already
filled with air than it does when there are no other
molecules in it. The air molecules, however. hinder
the vapor molecules from striking the surface of the
water as often as they prevent them from leaving the
surface, so they do not influence the total number re
quired to roduce saturation.
When t e point of saturation has been reached. an
increase of temperature—i. e., an increase of the mole
cular vibration of the water—causes the molecules to
be driven ofl faster than before. It also causes the
gaseous molecules to strike the surface of the water
oftener than before. But an increase of tem erature
means acorres nding increase of vibration c all the
molecules ; an . since there are very many more liquid
than gaseous molecules in the same volume. the total
increase of molecular vibration corresponding to a
given rise of temperature will be much greater for the
liquid than for the gas. and a correspondingly greater
number of molecules will be thrown off at the surface
of theliquid than will be returned to it. Accordingly.
the higher the temperature. the more molecules are
required to saturate the space above the water. In
fact, the amount of water vapor required to produce
saturation of the atmos here under the conditions
above mentioned is more han twice as great at 80’ F.
as at 50° F.
0n the other hand, lowering the temperature of the

liquid and vapor by a like amount lessens the number
of molecules given 011' from the liquid surface more
lrapidlv than it lessens the number striking upon the
surface. Accordingly. we say that raising the tem

l perature increases evaporation; lowering the tem

' perafure increases condensation.
Now, it happens that this same force of cohesion
may hold water molecules upon the surface of most
solid bodies as strongly as upon the surface of water
itself. and in many cases even more strongly. Accord
ingly. if a solid body of this kind be placed in the at
mosphere. the. same exchange of water molecules will
take place between its surface and the air as between
a water surface and the air. In fact, as soon as a
layer of water molecules is formed over its surface. it

1 becomes a water surface. Accordingly. if a solid
lparticle be placed in an atmosphere saturated with
“water vapor and the temperature be lowered. the‘

water molecules will accumulate upon its surface faster

1 than they are driven off, and we say that a precipita

3 tion of dew is taking place upon it. The air is accord
lingly said to reach its dew point when it reaches its

. point of saturation.
There are other substances which hold fast in a

\different
way the water molecules which strike u n

.their surface. These substances form either chemical
lcompounds or solutions with water, and in this way
lremove the water molecules from the places where
[they strike to the interior of the compound or the
solution. Sulphuric acid is a good example of this
class of substances. If a vessel of sulphuric acid be
placed

in a receiver filled with water vapor. the acid
olds fast all the water molecules which strike its sur
face, and sends of! no other water molecules to replace
them. Since all the water molecules in the receiver
will in time come in contact with the acid surface.
they will ultimately all be held in a liquid form by the
acid. Accordingly, a receiver of moist air can be
changed to dry air by allowing it to stand for a suf
ficient length “of time over sulphuric acid.
There are very many other substances which, like
sulphuric acid. have the property of condensing the
water molecules from a space which is not saturated
with them. Such substances are said to be deli
quescent. or to gather moisture from the air. Common
salt and caustic potash are good examples of deliques
cent substances.
There is still another method of producing conden
sation. If an inclosed space contain water va r

enough to bring it to the point of saturation. an if

the volume of the space be decreased without chang
ing the temperature, more molecules will strike upon
a
given

surface of the containing walls than when the
vo ume of the gas was greater. Since the temperature
remains the same, the same number of molecules will
be driven oil“ from a given surface of these walls as
before. There will. accordingly, be a condensation
upon the walls, which will continue until enough
gaseous molecules have been removed to make the ex
change again even. ~

These are the three known methods of changing
water vapor to the liquid form—via, by lowering the
.temperature of the vapor and the other bodies in con
tact with 'it until the point of saturation has been
passed. by compressing the vapor until there are
enough molecules in unit volume to produce satura
tion, and by allowing the vapor molecules to strike
upon some surface which will immediately take them
into solution or into chemical combination. I know of
no other method by which water vapor, or any other
vapor. can be changed into the liquid form.
The conditions necessary for the precipitation of the
aqueous vapor from the atmosphere are, then. as
follows :

(1) The air must contain enough molecules of water
vapor to more than saturate it. and must contain at
the same time either solid or liquid bodies upon which
these vapor molecules may be held fast by cohesion;
or(2) the air which does not contain enon h water
vapor to saturate it ma come in contact wit solid or
liquid substances. whic combine with or dissolve the
water molecules which strike upon them.
This latter condition can manifestly

play‘
no im

portant part in atmos heric precipitation. he only
condition under whic such substances could cause
condensation above the earth’s surface would necessi
tate their distribution throughout the atmosphere,
and if they were so distributed. they would constantly
absorb the atmospheric vapor until, loaded down with
it, they would sink to the earth. and there would be a.
condition of perpetual rainfall.
For the general precipitation of atmospheric vapor
we must accordingl depend u n the condensation
due to cohesion. 0 this form 0 condensation, dew is

the simplest illustration. During the day the earth
and the solid bodies upon its surface are raised by the
sun’s radiation to a temperature higher than that of
the surrounding air. So long as this is the case the
atmospheric vapor will not condense upon them even

if the air be cooled to the point of saturation. I'n the
night the same substances which absorbed the sun’s
heat fastest now radiate it fastest and soon become
colder than the surrounding air. As soon as they are
cooled to the temperature of saturation of the sur
rounding air the vapor molecules begin to condense
upon their surface. '

Now, the condensation of water vapor in the air
above the surface of the earth is dependent u on ex
actlv the same conditions as the formation of ew. It
use to be thought that. as soon as the air was cooled
to or below the dewmoinh the molecules of water va
por in the air would come together and form drops of
water. ,In 1880 Mr. John Aitken, of Scotland. began a
long and very thorough series of experiments upon the
condensation of water vapor from the air. and the
same line of experimentation has been carried still fur
ther by Robert von Helmholtz and b Richarz in Ger
many. These experiments have all s own that va r

condensation within the body of the air only ta es
place upon the surface of dust particles which are
floating in the air. Indeed. Robert von Helmholtz
found that when the air was carefully freed from dust
particles it could be cooled until it contained ten times
the amount of vapor necessary to saturate it without
any condensation taking place within the body of the
air. Aitken thought that he had found one exception
to this. and that in the case of a sudden shock upon
the walls of the containing vessel, when the air within
was oversaturated. precipitation would take place;

but Robert von Helmholtz found that this apparpm
exception was due to the dust particles given of! by thewalls of the vessel at the time of the shock. Sim-Mm,
fact has been experimentally established. Lord Kevin
has shown mathematically that. from the known is“
of surface tension in water. it would be impossible for
a globe of water consisting of only a small number ofmolecules to hold together at all. The same calculation has been made by Robert von Helmholtz by means
of a formula developed by his illustrious father. A.»cording to these calculations. the smallest sphere 0!

water which could hold together at 0" C. would be
000015 millimeter or 0000006 inch in diameter. Sincethis is 7.500 times the diameter of a water molecule a...
computed by Lord Kelvin. the smallest drop of water
which could be held together by cohesion at this tem.
pcrature

would contain not less than four million mil.
ions of water molecules. At 40° the smallest possible
water sphere would have a diameter about twice as
great, and would accordingly contain eight times 83
many molecules.

(To be continued.)“
'1‘a
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an ascending current of air, and wherever there is an
ascending current of air there is a probability of ram
fall, though, if the air be very dry. it may not_be car
ried to a suflicient height to be cooled below its dew
oint.
On the other hand, wherever there is an area of in
creased barometric pressure, or of high barometer, it
is an indication that there is a descending current- of
air over that area; and since air which is settling
toward the earth is continually having its temperature
raised. no precipitation of moisture will occur over an
area of high barometer.
The. simultaneous weather observations conducted
by the government enable us to locate these regions of
ascending and descending currents, and long observa
tion has enabled us to predict their

probable
path

across the continent, and it is upon t ese data that
the weather oflicers base their predictions of future
weather. Since these areas

regularity]v
travel from west

to east, we in California receive muc shorter notice of
their coming than do the eople farther east. and the
weather predictions issu from our local bureau are
proportionally more liable to error than are those
issued from stations beyond the mountains.
And now as to the possibility of producing rain by
artificial means. It is never safeto say what things
are possible and what things are impossible to man.
What the future may bring forth no one can tell. At
the present time, however, there is noevidence to show
that even the smallest local shower has been produced
artificially. Further than that. it is safe to say that
no method of producing artificial rain has et been
publicly proposed which sug ests to one fami iar with
the scientific principles invo ved even a possibilit of
success. That such attempts have received the o cial
recognition and the financial support of Congress is
only another evidence of the gross ignorance of scien
tific principles which is prevalent among our so-called
educated men. That some of the men who advocate
these wild schemes are honest in their motives cannot
be questioned. but that all the professional rain
makers are conscienceless fakirs is scarcely more ques~
tionable. That man of them are able to submit
testimony as to the e cacy of their system is equal]
true of every patent medicine fraud and electric hea -
ing quack who has ever svn'ndled an ignorant public.
As an illustration of the value of testimony of this
kind, let me give you a local example.
I will read from the San Francisco Examiner of Feb
ruary 2, 1894:

HE Pnonucas RAIN AT WILL.
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS OF THE VISALIA
RAINMAKER—HEAVY SHOWERS AT PIXLEY.

nu sinners m nams'r sac-non or rnxsno conx'rr. wmmn RAIN sn
DOI FALLS. AND BY TBI US! 0' CIIBIICALS CAUHBBLOCALDOWN
POURBON TWO BUCCIBSIVI DAYIifilANY OTHER TESTS MADE.

VISALIA, February 1.
A week ago Wednesday Frank Baker, of Visalia, an
amateur rainmaker, went to Pixley for the pn e of
producing rain. Before he left he informed t e Ea;
amz'ner correspondent that he intended to produce
rain within seven days, and he kept his word. On
Tuesday and Wednesday a local rainstorm occurred in

thel
vicinity of Pixley amounting to 0'35 to 0'45 of an

inc 1.
Mr. Baker returned to this city this morning in
jubilant spirits. He is now satisfied beyond a. doubt
that he can produce rain by means of his appliance.
He proposes to visit Pixley every two weeks, and is
sanguine that he will be successful in his experiments.
During the months of April and May he proposes to
put forth his best efforts in order to thoroughly drench
the soil. The residents of Pixley are well pleased with
Baker’s experiments, and they propose to assist him in
conducting his future operations.

THEY VOUCH FOR HIS EFFICIENCY.
He brought back with him the following letter:
“This is to certify that it rained 0'85 to 0'45 of an
inch at Pixley on the 30th and 31st of January. We
gentlemen here vouch for the truth of the same ; that
it isalocal rain of fifteen to twenty miles in extent,
and that it was brought about b ' the Baker process.

“I. J. KELLY.
“CHARLES S. PECK,“ W. M. JACKIN,
“ L. E. SMITH,
“J. T. Aus'rnv,
“ JOHN W. HARPER.”

Now, it is not my purpose to impugn the veracity of
the gentlemen whose names are signed to this certifi
cate. I know none of the gentlemen. I do not ques
tion the only mint in the statement to which the
gentlemen cou d possibly subscribe of their own
knowledge. You will observe that the certificate in
cludes three separate statements: (1) That it rained
in Pixley on the 80th and 31st of January; (2) that it
wasalocal rain of fifteen to twenty miles in extent;
(3) that it was brought about by the Baker process.
Manifestly, the only one of these statements to which
the gentlemen could have subscribed of their own
knowledge is the first.
Fortunately for the settlement of questions of this
character, we have the use of data collected by the
Weather Bureau. When I read the above article I
at once wrote to Mr. Pague for the maps issued by the
Weather Bureau for January 28 to 31 inclusive. He
kindly forwarded them to me, and the following data
were compiled by me from them:
On the map of Sunday, January 28, 5 P. M.., an area
of low barometer is shown with its center west of
Vancouver. The weather was reported cloudy and
rainy north of the Oregon line. The weather forecast
was “rain in northern California.” Twelve hours
later, Monday, January 29, at 5 A. M., the storm was
central over northwestern Washington. I quote ver
batim from the predictions printed upon the ma :
“The conditions this morning are favorable for ram
over California from the Tehachapi Mountains north
ward by Tuesday morning, and possibly willextend
south ward Tuesday afternoon or night.”
At 5 P. M of the same da the map shows astorm
area extending from British olumbia to southeastern
California, with its center near Keeler, about ninety
miles east of Pixley. Here the storm center remained
for thirty-six hours, while the storm was gradually
breaking up over its northern part, as shown by the

three following maps, and not until the map of Wed
nesday morning is there an indication] of an eastward
movement of the storm, while as late as 5P. M. of
Wednesday, January 31, rain was reported at Keeler.
During Monday and Tuesday light rains were reported
over nearl all parts of the State, and on Tuesday it
rained at ixley.
From these data we see that the local rainfall pro~
duced by the Baker process at Pixley was part of a.
storm which extended over a large part of British
Columbia, over Washington, Oregon, California, Utah,
Nevada, and Arizona, and which had its center for
thirty-six hours within ninety miles of Pixley, and
that the weather forecasts sent out from San Francisco
on Monday morning at 5 o'clock predicted rain for the
region about Pixley for Tuesday afternoon or night.
Asa matter of fact, itrained at Pixley on Tuesday
night, as had been predicted by Mr. Pague thirty-six
hours before. ,
1 have referred to this special case, not because it
differs in

as;
essential ticular from other well

authenticat cases, but ause one typical example
which any one can verify is worth a great amount of
generalimng. and because this particular instance has

geen
so prominently mentioned by the press of the

tate. -

And now I wish to say a few words about the
methods of some of the best known of the professional
“rainmakers.” For most of the following data I am
indebted to a pa r read b Prof. Alexander Mac
farlane, of the Un versity of axes, before the Texas
Academy of Science.
POWERS.—lll 1870 Mr. Edward Powers, of Delavan,
Wis, published a collection of statistics in a volume
entitled “ War and the Weather.” By means of these
statistics he seeks to establish the remarkable fact
that battles are followed by rain. He does not prove
that battles are necessarily accompanied by rain, or
that a day of battle is followed more quickly by rain
than a day of no battle. Having, however, apparently
convinced himself of the value of his argument, he at
once adopted the universal American expedient of
proving his claim, and petitioned Congress for an ap
propriation to make a suitable test. Two hundred
siege guns which lie idle at the Rock Island arsenal
were to be taken to a suitable locality in theWest, and
one hundred rounds to be fired from them in each of
two tests. The estimated cost of the experiment was
to be $161,000. He does not tell us how the molecular
vibration caused by the sound and heat of the firing is
to lessen the molecular vibration of the air and cause
the vapor molecules to come to rest.
Probably the distinction between a scientist and a
crank could not be shown more clearly than in a com
parison of the methods of Aitken and Von Helmholtz
with the methods of Powers. The former spent years
working in private and at their own expense to find, if
possible, some explanation of the mystery of conden
sation. The other wished an appropriation of one
hundred and sixty thousand dollars from the govern
ment in order to test his visionary h pothesis.
RUGGLEs.——In 1880 Daniel Rugg es, of Fredericks
burg, Va... patented

RAJHXBQSS
for producing rain. The

invention, as describe by Mr. Ruggles, consists of “ a
balloon carrying torpedoes and cartridges charged with
such explosives as nitroglycerin, dynamite, guneotton,
gunpowder, or fulminates, and connecting the balloon
with an electrical apparatus for exploding the car
tridges.“
This is another scheme for lowering the temperature
of the air by heating it.
DxaExFoaTm—It is probable that the name of Mr.
Dyrenforth is better known in connection with at
tempts at artificial rainmaking than that of any other
man. As a result of the agitation of Mr. Powers, Con
gress voted two thousand dollars to make a prelimin
ary test, and the inquiry felltothe scientists connected
with the Department of Agriculture. They'reported
that there was no foundation for the opinion that
days of battle were followed by rain, any more than
days of no battle. It was then that Mr. Dyrenforth
came forward with Ruggles’ lans and offered to make
some tests. Through the in uence of Senator Farwell,
an additional appropriation of seven thousand dol
lars was placed at his disposal for a series of practical
tests, which were made at Midland, Texas, in August.
1891. A further government ap roprlatlon was ex

in tests at San Antonio, exas, in November,

Mr. Dyrenforth‘s plan seems to have been to
imitate as nearly as possible the conditions of a
battle. His ex losives were ranged in a line facing
the advancing c ouds. Shells were fired into the air at
frequent intervals. Dr. Macfarlane states that the“ eneral“ and hislieutenant even wore cavalry boots.
n addition to these warlike demonstrations, cheap

balloons containing hydrogen and oxygen mixed in
the proper proportions for forming water were sent
up, and the gases were exnloded by means of a. time
fuse attached to the balloon.
At the time of making the San Antonio tests,
November 25, 1892. the record of the weather office in
San Antonio at SF. M. gave the tem rature of the
air at 72° F. and the temperature of t e dew point as
01° F. Dr. Macfarlane makes the following calcula
tions upon a. cubic mile of the air under the above con
ditions: to cool down the cubic mile of air to the dew
point would require the abstraction of as much heatas
would raise eighty-eight thousand tons of water from
the freezing to the boiling point. To cool it eleven
degrees more would require the abstraction of the
same quantity of heat again. This would cause the
precipitation of twenty thousand tons of water, which
spread over a square mile would give 1'4 pound per
square foot or 0'27 of an inch of rain. The amount of
heat which the twenty thousand tons of water vapor
would give off to the particles upon which it would
condense would raise a hundred thousand tons of
water from the freezing to the boiling point, and this
would also have to be taken from the air in order to
allow the condensation to continue. According to this
computation, enough heat would have to be extracted
from the air to raise two hundred and sevent -six
thousand tons of water from the freezing to the il
ing point in order to produce a rainfall of about a
quarter of an inch over an area of a square mile. This
two hundred and seventy‘six thousand tons of water
would cover the same area to adepth of more than six
inches. Accordingly, in order to produce a rainfall of

a quarter of an inch under the conditions
mentioned1enough heat would have to be taken from the air to

heat a body of water covering the whole area to a
depth of ninety feet through one degree Fahrenheit,
To accomplish this purpose Mr. Dyrenforth proceeded
to raise the temperature of the air still higher by
means of heat-producing explosives.
U nder these conditions eight balloons, a hundred and
fifty shells, and four thousand pounds of rosellite were
fired off. No rain appeared. One balloon exploded
within a black rain cloud, but failed to produce am
precipitation. On the following Wednesday, with i,
clear sky, ten balloons, a hundred and seventy-five
shells, and five thousand pounds of rosellite were ex.
ploded, and the sky remained clear. On the following
nignt the remaining stock of explosives were fired off,
regardless of cons quences. to get rid of them.
At the time of $15 national fiasco, another patented
plan of rainmaking was published, and it was reported
that Senator Far-Well liked it even better than the con

CUSHIODAMHD.
It proposes to send up liquefied carbonic

acid an to set it free in the portion of air from which
it is desired to precipitate the rain. The carbonic acid
in vaporizing and expanding must- take heat from the
surrounding air sufliclent to set its molecules vibrating
in the gaseous forln. Unquestionably we have here
the proper kind of an agent for producing rain. The
only question to be considered is one of finance. Pmt
Macfarlane estimates that one pound of carbonic acid
in taking the gaseous form at 72" F. would take up
enough heat to change sixty-eight pounds of water
one degree Centigrade. To cool the cubic mile of air
formerly considered sufficient to make a rainfall of a

quarter
of an inch would accordingly take four bun

( red and six million pounds of carbonic acid. This
could probably be purchased in quantities of this mag
nitude at one dollar a pound. making the upense ofa
rainfall of a quarter of an inch, not counting anythin
but the carbonic acid, about six hundred thousand do ~
lars per acre. This would make artificial climate even
more expensive than the genuine California article.
I have now endeavored to give you>in as brief aspace
as possible a simple statement of the problem of rain
making as it appears to one with an elementary knowl
edge of physics, and to give a brief statement of some
of the methods of the men who. without any scientific
knowledge, have intentionally or unintentionally im
posed upon the ublic. The examples which 1 have
quoted are only t e prominent ones. There are many
impostors whose names are but little known who are
roposing to furnish rain to large sections of country
or a suitable financial consideration. And it is only
surprising that the number is not larger. The busi
ness offers special inducements to men who are accus
tomed to make a living by swindling their fellow men.
No
capital

and no business training is required. The
only t ing necessary is to contract to furnish rain to
as many different sections of country as possible. Then,
if it rains over any of these areas, collect the pay. If
it does not rain, the experiment has cost nothing. The
system has all the advantages of the traditional gun
loaded to kill if it is a deer, but to miss if it is a calf.

THE BOISE BASIN IN IDAHO.
By J. B. HASTINGS.

THE Boise Basin covers an area of 400 square miles
through which flow three large creeks, Moore‘s.

{MMGMG M‘
SKETCH MAP OF BOISE BASIN. IDAHO.

Grimes and Granite, and many tributaries. and 31°93
these are the auriferous graveis. The placers ofthedls'
trict were formerly famous; they yielded in le Yea“
after their first opening, from 1864 to 0

";

$40,000,000 in gold. The deposits were-not shstnbui.
over the whole country in an anomalous manner.

ash“sometimes conceived, but as elsewhere. 810" i

stream beds and bars connected therewith-I T 9 lg
;

companying sketch map gives a general outline 01 imregion. That the gold in the gravel was derived

lil
o
]

the veins, and that again from a source deepert

id
‘

the inclosing granite. is shown by the absence of

if
? e

from gulches which do not tap any lodeS; "9. n,
gold distributed through the granites ill. sum“;
quantity to allow its concentration in the vein fist“ inas we now see it, there would also be found depmllgiwgulches through granitic areas only. the

erosionbasiuing been great. The country rock of the who“2 ite,
and beyond it is light gray. t pical biotite

53*" nwith few accessory minerals, an usually deem_
pa

of the Idaho Rocky Mountain arches-n 3'98" u hnot differing to any extent mineralogical! tgffllgethe district, it does so in hardness. Probab y

t.
te anddom with which it disintegrates about Idaho 0‘

elsewhere. forming low rounded hills and, flat
gul'ches, has suggested the name. "Bllsm- . weeksThe placer deposits on Grimes and

Gramwdobn-s'are ordinarily distributed stream and 818°“
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